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CARBON 1 RMLEIAD tTR"~Th

iUartin a. Goodman and Ardrew Longacre*
Oak Ridge National Laboratory

Oak Ridge, Tennessee

By me ans of the reaction N"4 (n.p) C1, carbon 14 was produced

from Pb(NO3 2 in the Oak Ridge Nuclear Reactor. The apparatus was

designed to permit continuous extraction of the resulting C14 by

means of flushing with a suitable ias stream or by evacuation,, The

carbon 14, appearing entirely as C 14 G2, was trapped in Ba(OH) 2 aad

precipitated as BaC 03 The isotopic concentration obtained was-

2.7% C1 4 . Chemical processing of the lead nitrate rave 3,7% C1

Deta ils are given of the equipment, process and procedure,

* L Longacre is now at the Univtrsity of Il1.inois, Urbana, Ill i
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and A. I. 1 nell employed saturatedd NI NO solution and obtained a.
.4 3

Cli , ratio equal to or less than 5%, (The very interest-

ing and latest results of norris will be discussed further on in this

paper.)

The third way of producing C14 is to place in the pile a nitrogen

containing solid which would nerrnit the C14 manufactured to be urawn

off by means of either flushing with a suitable gas stream or by evtcu-

ation ,ith or without the application of heat:. The use of Pb(Ib03)2 was

suggested because it was found that after irradiation from 1/3 to 1/2 of

the radioactivity could be pumped off from the solid.(5) The further

and more complete investigation of the use of Pb( O-) 2 for a continuous

factory for the production of a high C ratio yield is

presented by this paper.

Can for Pb(h03 ) 2

Our initial Pb(NO.3 )2 container was a welded 2S aluminum can, 3-3/4t

square, 3 feet long, with built in calrod heaters and thermocouples. Two

3/8" aluminum tubes were welded to the end plate. a4th the can full of

Pb(?Th3 )2 pre-irradiation heating teats' revealed leaks about the ca2r.A

heater and connections0  The various methods tried to seal these leaxs

proved unsuccessful and the can was abandoned in favor of a ,.iYpler one

The second can was cylindrical, 3-1/2" in diameter, 3 feet Iong, iith

A. S. Langsdorf, Jr. and R. L. Purbrick, U.ahattan Proj . L t
ot toa .945.
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off at temperatures higher than 31500. This was lue to the partial

decomposition of Pb(I403)2 -- decomposition temperature 47 0 C..

The apparatus and line assembly, minus the oven, was trantferred

over to an inserted in the pile at a position having an average

112
flux of 5.3 x 10 neutrons/cm see. Thermocouples were attached and

the exhaust was discharged into the pile ventilating system. hie

average temperature of the can while in the pile was about 1000C.

4 Factor Peraormance in the Pile

During pile irradiation each of the following wethods as used

at different times to collect the C :

1, The can was continuously flushed at a rate of' 15-30 cc/Trin

with freed of C02 by the process already mentioned and the result-

ing BaC1 * precipitate collected.

2, The 02 flow was repeatedly shut off for about 24 hours at a

time and then left to flow for from 10 minutes to 2 hours. This wf

done to Try to concentrate the C in the can inste td of con tinually

diluting it with 20

3 ..m employ Y:ecause it was thought that pert. t.
r07l pre it ti e . orvatlon o f 14 in a tightly bound crystalline -r

tore and/or encourage diftfusion of C 102 or C10 fi-om the crys tals .A

Pb(NO43)2, Observations indicated a slow leak in the line, when a vmcuuf

was appl. ied, but attempts to locate the loak proved unsuccessf'jul.

* As used in this paper, the symbols BaC 1 0 , C142, cl , eCt14, , i
be taken to ran BaCO3 , CO?, CO respec t ivly, containing som p: r -
centage of C r



ee th~eless , h run was mads employing thi ra rtial va uziv to w.:

was worth,

Using these 3 methods over a total period of about 2.5 montl,: ,

about 410 mg of BaC 03 were collected. A aimplif ied tablt of tho re-
3

sults is shown below

Runs were conducted in the order indicated

SCollection hahod Average C Rat 1o
C C1 4 G.C-.

1 = Continuous 02 flo0 090

2 = Intermittent 0, flow 0 O,52%

3 Vacuum 0.0O36%

Average 00059%
From these figures it would appear that the continuous 2low

method produces the highest C14 concentration, However, it must be

remembered that the vacuum run is sorewhat subject to qupstlon and may

possibly prove to be the hihest concentration method,

C Factory Yield during the First Oven heating
after Pile I-rad let ion_

Since it seemed that nothing further couid be done to raise Th

C 14  concentration, it was decided to remove 'he c..r rai r
12 13 14

C C 1 eC
the pile, insert it in the oven used for purifying the Pb(NG) 2 cand ieat

the contents to see if greater activity could be driven off, During
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the process of rernov ig the can from the pile the two aluminum tubes

were accidentally broken off. The retraining ends were crimped, Aftbr

a 2 week period of "cooling off" from radiations the can was decontam-

inat.ed and 2 new aluminum tubes were connected by twans of drilling and

tapping the end plate r The line assembly was again hooked up and the

can inserted in the oven. The can was r intained at room temperature

while it was flushed with 02 to rid it of any carbon contaminant it may

have picked up during the time that elapsed from removal of the can frt

the pile until the new line was assembled0 'Surprisingly enougnr .u,1y a

very small amount of precipitate was obtained,

Over a 5 day period, the temperature of the can was slowly increased

while 02 flowed through the system No BaC1403 precipitate was observed

until after an overni ght run at increase ing temperature 275-2930 0 when an

estimated 10 W, was observed. Since this might not have been enough for

a sample plate and since no further precipitate seeird to be appearing,

it was decided to continue increasing the temperature, especially since

it wahe thought that if PbC1403 wa4 formed, it would decompose at 315 C

and the 014G2 would be readily drawn off

The cAs was left running at about 315"C; over the week-end. On the

next Monday morning a grsa leak at the tube to can connections was found

to have developed, presuz ably over the week-endb and NO, was in evi-

dance, The heating was immediately stopped and the total precipitate

checked for activity The result wntr a collection of G8 mg of BaC 403

with a 2r0% C14 concentration This 330 fold increase over the previx.s
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average C14 concentration was quite encouraging and it was thou,. that

with a pair of new aluminum tubes, this time welded to the can, a sim-

ilar reheating would drive off more C2,

C 14from C10

Up to this time no provision had been made for C14 collection on

our line assembly. This was because tests for this fraction in t-ie
(i)

Ca(NO3 ) 2 batch process indicated very little C10 to be present, the

C1 being less than 0.5%. Norris*, in his NH NO solution process, also
43

seemed to find a negligible amount of CEO~ In addition, the Be3H2 batch
(3) (6) (7)

process yielded very little c1o.
(8)

At this point an interesting report by Norris was made known.

On reexamination of that part of his collection system designed to col-

lect a CO fraction' Norris found an almost invisible deposit on the walls

and stem of the bubblers. This deposit, when scraped off, collected,

and tested for activity, revealed a C concentration as high as 27%.
(9)

This figure was later corrected and reported as being 32% C 1 'T

using some of this material for the investigations on nuclear spin of
(10)

carbon isotopes, F. A. Jenkins found that the material actually

contained a 40% C concentration. This was determined by the measurement

* Private discussion with L. D. Norris,

(6) P. E. Yankwich, Manhattan Proj. Lit., BC-36, Feb. 3, 1947.
(7) B. A. Fries, Lanhattan Proj. Lit., BC-43, March 7, 1947
(8) L. D. Norris and A. It. Sell, Phys 4 Rev. 7 , 254 (1948).
(9) L. D. Norris, Bull. Am. Phys. Soc. 2a, 46 (1948), paper T9.
(10)F. a. Jenkins, Phys. Rev. l, 355 (1948),
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of band intensities on grating spectrograms.

According to the data of Yankwich , Rollefson, and Norris,

this appearance of the carbon 14 rich C0 fraction would be expected

because their experiments with C14from NH NO3 solutions indicated

a considerable part of their activity as due to C04, although most of

their activity appeared principally as C102. A contributing factor

toward the high Cl concentration in C 0 should be the -mall posy 1.bil-

ity of dilution by ordinary carbon from the air,

Because of this new information, after new tubes were welded on,

a ouartz tube 1.0 cm I.D. and 65 cm long was filled with CuO and main-

tained at 7500C and another pair of Ba(0h)2 filled gas bubblers :as

added to the line in order to convert and trap any C10 oxidized to

C 0Q

C Factory Yield during the Second Oven
Heating after Pile Icradiation

With this new line assembly and after pre-heating flushing, the

temperature was again slowly increased while 02 flowed through the

system. About 15 mg of precipitate appeared as C1402 during an over-

night temperature increase from 273-3150C0. At this point, another leak

developed in the line assembly. after repairs a temperature of about

315"C was maintained for several days with no C1 0 being observed.

The 01402 precipitate accumulated to an estimated 30 mg BaC14 0

3

(11) P. E. Yankwich, G. K. Rollefson and T. H. Norris, J, Chem. Phys0
.l, 131 (1946),
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An ygi ial iuna

For tho three typt of runn dirin-, pi l irradi atoi the ph .y t We

Ha (.OH) iliUtionl& WUt LL>OUt ICJ 8hC)W).U nl? chang lrom the pH of Lha ori~

Fur the run duri ng the firr t oven hea cin r after pi l i rr i > w n,

the pH w',s 6.

Yor the run dtrinf; the record oven hiattirng aftsr pile irradi:ation,

thf'tirst and trecond k)uk'1brt on the C1402 i de both indicated a ph of A



while the hubblers on the CO side had pH of 5 and 6.,

As mentioned elsewhere, N02 appeared when heating above 3150,

This reacts with the water solvent to form nitric and nitrous acids

which would account for the acidity of the Ba(OH) 2 solutions and for

the dissolving of the BaC 1 4 03 precipitate on the C14 02 side and its

reappearing on the C1O side, Due to the acidity of the Ba(0fH) 2 it

would be expected that some of the C 1 4 escaped or was caught in ths

exhaust tube. Sawing up and testing of the exhaust tube revealed C

activity very roughly estimated to be about 9 mg of .Ol% C14 concentra-

tion, Apparently, if C14losses are to be prevented, the value of the

pH should bear closer investigation and should be linked with the

optimum temperature and times conditions for C14 manufacture or recovery,

Chemical Processin for C1

Since it was felt that no greater C 14 concentration could be in-

duced from the can, it vias decided to turn the can and its contents

over to the Isotopes Separations Department in order to process the

Pb(NO3 ) 2 in the r for C . This work, performed by I. B. V'hitney,

consisted of oper ing the can and dissolving the contents in witer and

concentrated nitric acid and, trapping the CGA0. in saturated Ba(Oi) 2

solution. The line assembly and manner of obtaining the BaCE03 , al-

though more elaborate, was essentially similar to that employed by the

author, The processing resulted in a 3.66% C1 concentration,

Plate Samples of BaC 03

The BaC 1 4 03 , obtained by filtration from the saturated Ba(O1)2
in the gas bubblers, was carefully washed with warm distilled water
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and then by ethyl alcohol. It was dried for about i hours at 1300C,

scooped out by means of an aluminum spoon, and transferred to weighing

bottles. After weighing, the bottles were stored in a desiccator.

Plate samples were made from this stored BaC 4 O and were com-

pared with a similarly obtained and mounted sample, used as a standard, whose

isotopic analysis was known from mass spectrographic studies. The standards,

obtained from L. D. Norris, contained 7.9 C4 U #_ . The plates were
ing BaC 1 O3

made of aluminum, rectangular shaped, with a centered hole of 1/8" diameter

and .023" depth and a capacity for about 10 mg BaCU03p This gives a

thickness of about 12j gBaC 14 03 and is equivalent to an "infinite" thick-

ness with regard to radiation from C,

Counter Tube and Counting Mnthod

A Geiger-Muller mica window counter tube was used, having a 3.1 mg/cm

mica window thickness, including a 0.2 mg/cm aquadag coating. The alumin-

um plates were placed on the second shelf and an aluminum absorber of 7.9

mg/cm2 occupied the first shelf of the counter sample holder. Due to the

fact that all plates were replicas of the Norris standard, and the counting

done in the exact way, the only corrections necessary were those for back-

ground and for coincidence losses.

Mass Spectrograph Analysis for C14

The BaC 14O3 obtained contains an unknown amount of solid impurities

such as silica , barium hydroxide, etc. This would make the isotopic con-

centration of C higher than is indicated by specific activity measurements,



This important factor is indeed verified by Norris(~ and Jenkins

To iet a truer detorninaation of the .04 in our samples it wraR t-terefure

decided to esrploy raYss spotctrograph analysis, This work, parformfd *,

f( F. ifas ' and his group, yielded the results shown !)eow

Specific Activity
Sarp ot nurexonts Ms Spectrograp Anal s

Fron first oven 2:% C 14 2.64 1
tisting after I14o6 C
pile irradiation 9 la2i5 G

141
Fro- second oven. C 0,34% C
heating after 1 a- C12
pile irradiation C , % 0

14 1
ass of .by changee with C from tha Atmospher"

14The loss of radioactivity from BaC U, samples by eank of .,a.
14i

with :: 2 from the atmosphere through the agency of car )onic acm; a

its ions has bean postuluted and investigated by various peop. le,

Tho ex, h an-e is formulated as follow:

12 12
C 1C + R 0 --- H .,C 04 2 -

3 4 3 2 3

14 14

2 3 2

Under a variety of conditions, many of which would rnot norneliy ly

present w th lab ratory use :3f 3aC 1 , it vo s found that the oss of
3

-,-2c 1K. itibb , C rbid e r d Carnjn Themica .orporatiori Y-l' Pla t,
Uak Ridgoe, Tennesse.-s

(1) b U. 4 rr tiroug iiand So chubert, Science 106, e t Z4, iJ4'
(1) 0, i Yan'r.; lch, r anha4ettani !r uj1 c Lit , UCR)~2E3, Jan., 9v 1948.,
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activity wus rolutively smi .:v#. a lo'cg period of time. The .'.1ency

to lose C appeared to bf- ;r i1M t .i r ,n a troosphkro -seturated .d

both wcter vapor and C 1 Ordinary exposure to air, dry CO 2 -

showed the losses to by inappreciable at most a few tenths tk p r"

14
cenk,, Even h'iating -ut 1390 C to dry the BaC 0, produced little '

This my oe inferred because of the hirh -composition temperstir>8(>

of BaCO
3

14 2
Touring the experiments, rC 03 samples of 125 rg/cm2 were coi ntti

over a period of 5 months and checked arimrst thf 2 r o- m

thug: Ute plates were usually stored in a d :ic . , . 7

a night exposed to laboratory atmr sphere conditions. No decreane

the activity in either the weak or strong iamples has beech: obse':; .

Norris standard has been in use for ovor 2 yours with no appara -

crea6e in activity. These observations apparently all tie In Wit2

oorroborate those of the aforermentioned investigators in that activity

ls of Bac 03 should he negligible or inappreciable under av.3rare e

ditions of use or storage.

The reported results of our experiment ;eon to iruioct!o cY.

pro e s for obtaining C is pr'rhaps no better than the Ca(NO )
3

in current use, The C 1 concentration and total yield obtained protar

would Fe increased by a longer irradiation exposure and betir co

and processing technique a However0 it has beon shovn that r a;ra .

amount of C comes off under 2750C, and also found that C d not



seem to be present as 010. It does seem that the original plan to

heat the Pb(NO3 ) 2 in situ while being irradiated might well give a

better yield. However, means must be provided not to overheat.

Other recommendations would be the use of gas samplers and

analyses to check for loss of nitrogen both before and during irrad-

iation. This should enable a better theoretical calculation of the

expected yield. Uica windw gar sample monitoring could serve as a

check for possible C14 loss through the line and Ba(OH) 2 traps. The

activity of the gas samples could then be determined and compared by

the use of a mica window GM Tube.

Also to be recommended is the use of mass spectrographic analysis

or the aeasurement of band intensities on grating spectrograms, By

these means a truer determination of the C1 concentration is obtain-

able

To date no satisfactory explanation has been found by the author*

or by the other experimenters to account for the large cortamvination of

ineet carbon. The C ratio does not continually increase with irrad

nation time but appears rather to level off at a steady state ratio.

Obviously an elimination of the seemingly everpresent inactive carbon

would assure the attainment of a great C1 isotopic concentration with

not too much trouble.
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